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LSU Quarterback’s Retirement
Brian Ahle*
For more than a century, the National Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) ha[d] prescribed rules governing the eligibility of athletes at its
more than 1,000 member colleges and universities.1 Those rules prohibit[ed]
student-athletes from being paid for the use of their name, image, and
likeliness (“NIL”).2 In the summer of 2021, however, the landscape of
amateurism and college athletes’ opportunities to market themselves
changed drastically. The Supreme Court brought this change by handing
down a substantial decision on the effects of NIL and its impact on antitrust
laws, specifically the Sherman Act, in Nat'l Collegiate Athletic Ass'n v.
Alston.3 There, the court determined that the NCAA forbidding payment
for athletes using their NIL to obtain education related benefits was a
violation of antitrust laws.4 However, they refused to directly speak on
rules forbidding non-educational related benefits which they described as
the enforcement of a “no Lamborghini” rule.5
Along with the decision in Alston, a mixture of new state laws and NCAA
rules changes that went into effect on July 1, 2021, started providing athletes
with varying degrees of new protections and opportunities to make money
by selling their NIL rights.6 Athletes from every division and every sport
began to take advantage of this new opportunity the moment the clock
struck 12. Notably, star Alabama Quarterback and Heisman Trophy winner
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Bryce Young brought in nearly $1 million in sponsorships… before he ever
took a snap for the Crimson Tide.7
While every athlete was trying to secure their NIL deals to take advantage
of these new rules, Louisiana State University (LSU) Quarterback Myles
Brennan was no different. Brennan, who took over for Joe Burrow after the
Tigers’ dominant 2019 season and national championship, saw his career
fall apart after two injuries in consecutive seasons.8 Following a coaching
change and a new starter coming in through the transfer portal to take his
spot, Brennan not only decided he needed to be done with LSU football, but
with football altogether.9 Before most of this happened however, Brennan
signed several NIL deals in the NIL rush of 2021, with companies including
Raising Canes, Smoothie King, GameCoin, and a local Ford dealership,
back when he was expected to be the Tigers’ answer to a 5-5 season and the
loss of a Heisman QB.10 He never managed to play a game after signing
these deals, but he may still be able to keep those deals.11
As a part of the new NIL rules laid down by the NCAA, they also forbade
“performance based” payments. The policy forbids NIL compensation tied
to “specific athletic performance or achievement,” such as “financial
incentives based on points scored.”12 Since NIL contracts cannot be tied to
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performance, the deals remain valid even though he will not be playing.13
Essentially, if Brennan had not decided to retire and instead was injured in
the first game of the season and forced to sit out for the rest of the year
again, his sponsors would still be legally obligated to hold up their end of
the deal.14
There may be ways to void the deals now that Brennan is retired, however.15
While NIL deals cannot be centered around performance, there may be
deals tied to actively being a part of the team or based on certain behaviors
by the player, specifically public behavior.16 This is already common in
contracts with professional athletes and endorsers.17
Unfortunately, the odds of Brennan’s contract terms becoming public are
low, and therefore, we as the public may never know what comes next in
his specific situation.18 Regardless, Brennan has presented the NCAA with
yet another predicament in a NIL landscape already filled with a lot more
questions than there are answers, and the way that this plays out could
significantly affect NIL contracts going forward.19
While Myles Brennan’s retirement situation is unique, it may provide an
example of how endorsers will begin to approach the NIL landscape in the
future. Notably, while endorsers cannot pay these athletes based on their
performances, it is likely advantageous that they are contracting with “star”
players to show their business in the most prominent light possible. This
makes a situation where an unproven player, such as Brennan, becomes a
more “high-risk” candidate for endorsements.
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Brennan had just come in and played sparingly during the prior season to
the 2021 NIL rush and had been a part of a team that had a rather mediocre
5-5 record.20 This was by no means a sure-fire star in the making, yet
companies rushed to endorse him. This may be due to the rush to get there
first, or maybe banking on the future of a specific athlete to potentially
obtain their services at a cheaper rate. With these business decisions, there
are certain questions raised as more highly touted high school recruits do
not reach their potential once they actually start playing in college.21
Endorsers are thus left with a few choices. While NIL contracts cannot be
tied to performance, there is currently no evidence to suggest that they
cannot be tied to being actively apart of the program.22 This would suggest
that in the future, contracts may be tied into whether or not you are still
contributing to the team in any manner. By retiring and moving on from
football, as Brennan did, this would allow endorsers to begin to void
contracts. This solution also may seem a rise in popularity after the growth
and popularity of collectives in the first year of the NIL landscape.
But what is a collective? In the Alston decision, Justice Kavanaugh issued a
concurring opinion that helped to collectively lay the framework for the
future interim NIL policies that the NCAA laid down a few weeks after the
Alston decision. There, the Supreme Court Justice wrote, “Nowhere else in
America can businesses get away with agreeing not to pay their workers a
fair market rate on the theory that their product is defined by not paying
their workers a fair market rate… And under ordinary principles of
antitrust law, it is not evident why college sports should be any different…
The NCAA is not above the law.”23 After this decision and the ensuing NIL
policy, it appears the NCAA has a reluctance to invite and defend
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additional antitrust lawsuits.24 Because of this, NIL collectives and schools
have been able to have internal conversations wondering if the NCAA has
what it really takes to police the organizations. Often founded by prominent
alumni and influential supporters, school-specific collectives pool funds
from a wide swath of donors to help create NIL opportunities for studentathletes through an array of activities.25 Industry sources expect every
Power 5 school to be affiliated with at least one NIL-related collective by
the end of the year.26
With collectives becoming somewhat of a standard in how the NIL market
is advancing, and with the prominent involvement of alumni of the schools,
this may suggest that these collectives are not benefitted from the athlete
the moment after they leave the school that they were attending, either by
transferring athletes, or in rarer cases, retirement. After all, the alumni that
are apart of these collectives are funding these NIL opportunities so that the
athletes will come to play for their school, not necessarily to advertise a
business. As a result, they may start requiring the businesses and athletes
to contract in terms that would require the athlete to at least remain as a
part of the team in some capacity. The moment they opt to either transfer
or retire and leave the team, the contract would be voided.
Alternatively, we may begin to see more contracts based on royalties. While
the NCAA has not currently voiced their opinion on deals tied to how many
sales a student-athletes endorsement generates, they seem likely to be
permissible.27 With deals such as these, the company would only be on the
hold for any revenue that the athlete’s endorsement brings. So, they may
use certain codes to enter or some other algorithm to figure out how much
traffic is being brought in because of the athlete.
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These types of already begun to see some form of popularity, as former
Georgia quarterback J.T. Daniels struck a deal in this form a year ago.28
There, Daniels, through his agency, Everett Sports Management (ESM),
signed an exclusive trading card deal.29 As a part of this deal, Daniels
earned $100 per a signature as well as 50% in royalties on both signed and
unsigned cards. This deal manages to protect both sides of the agreement.
Daniels, is able to use his platform to be able to sell these cards to his
followers, while the endorser is able to determine when he needs more
signatures and only has to pay Daniels for the cards of his which sell.
In the case of Myles Brennan, who may have lost a lot of his reputation by
losing his starting position and subsequently retiring from the football, the
endorser would not be on the line for a lump sum of money. Rather, they
would only be held accountable for business that Myles Brennan is able to
bring. This solution also solves another issue for endorsers in that royalty
deals would not technically fall under a performance requirement, since
performance is technically not a factor, but rather how many people you
can get to buy the product. As the landscape of NIL evolves and endorsers
become more worried about the ramifications of disappointing play, and in
rarer cases, retirement, royalty deals may pave the way for a future way to
ensure that endorsers are able to keep their assets safe.
Long gone are the days of student athletes fighting to be compensated for
their NIL rights as Ed O’Bannon did nearly a decade ago. NIL rights are
here to stay and should be used for both parties to incentivize from them.
Student Athletes will be able to take advantage of their fame and abilities
while endorsers can now use these athletes to conduct marketing to
fanbases they may otherwise not have been able to reach. However, it is
imperative that these agreements are fair between both sides. Myles
Brennan’s unfortunate early retirement has created a realization that in
these situations NIL endorsers may find it difficult protect their investment
28
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as a result of being unable to pay athletes based on performance. Through
a variety of other options in which to try to compensate athletes, however,
we may see an evolution in the typical structure of these NIL deals. NIL
deals will be at the front and center of college sports for the foreseeable
future; and, as a result, it will be interesting to see how these contracts
develop as both sides learn to take advantage of their newfound
opportunities.
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